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Abstract

This paper describes the Idiap submission
to WAT 2019 for the English-Hindi Multi-
Modal Translation Task. We have used
the state-of-the-art Transformer model and
utilized the IITB English-Hindi paral-
lel corpus as an additional data source.
Among the different tracks of the multi-
modal task, we have participated in the
“Text-Only” track for the evaluation and
challenge test sets. Our submission tops in
its track among the competitors in terms
of both automatic and manual evaluation.
Based on automatic scores, our text-only
submission also outperforms systems that
consider visual information in the “multi-
modal translation” task.

1 Introduction

In recent years, significant research has been
done to address problems that require joint
modelling of language and vision (Specia
et al., 2016). The popular applications involv-
ing Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Computer Vision (CV) include image descrip-
tion generation (Bernardi et al., 2016), video
captioning (Li et al., 2019), or visual question
answering (Antol et al., 2015).
In the past few decades, multi-modality

has received critical attention in translation
studies, although the benefit of visual modal-
ity in machine translation is still in debate
(Caglayan et al., 2019). The main motiva-
tion in multi-modal research in machine trans-
lation is the intuition that information from
other modalities could help to find the correct
sense of ambiguous words in the source sen-
tence, which could potentially lead to more
accurate translations (Lala and Specia, 2018).

∗ Corresponding author

Tokens
Set Sentences English Hindi
HVG Train 28932 143178 136722
IITB Train 1.4 M 20.6 M 22.1 M
D-Test 998 4922 4695
E-Test 1595 7852 7535
C-Test 1400 8185 8665

Table 1: Statistics of our data: the number of sen-
tences and tokens.

Despite the lack of multi-modal datasets,
there is a visible interest in using image fea-
tures even for machine translation for low-
resource language. For instance, Chowdhury
et al. (2018) train a multi-modal neural MT
system for Hindi→English using synthetic par-
allel data only.
In this system description paper, we explain

how we used additional resources in the text-
only track of WAT 2019 Multi-Modal Trans-
lation Task. Section 2 describes the datasets
used in our experiment. Section 3 presents
the model and experimental setups used in our
approach. Section 4 provides the official eval-
uation results of WAT 2019 followed by the
conclusion in Section 6.

2 Dataset

The official training set was provided by the
task organizers: Hindi Visual Genome (HVG
for short, Parida et al., 2019a,b). The training
part consists of 29k English and Hindi short
captions of rectangular areas in photos of var-
ious scenes and it is complemented by three
test sets: development (D-Test), evaluation
(E-Test) and challenge test set (C-Test). We
did not make any use of the images. Our WAT
submissions were for E-Test (denoted “EV”
in WAT official tables) and C-Test (denoted
“CH” in WAT tables).
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Figure 1: Learning curves in terms of BLEU score. The left plot is based on Moses tokenizer and
BLEU score as implemented in Moses scorer. The right plot is sacreBLEU. The big round dots indicate
which training iteration was used when producing our final submissions to WAT manual and automatic
evaluation for E-Test and C-Test.

Additionally, we used the IITB Corpus
(Kunchukuttan et al., 2017) which is sup-
posedly the largest publicly available English-
Hindi parallel corpus. This corpus contains
1.49 million parallel segments and it was found
very effective for English-Hindi translation
(Parida and Bojar, 2018).

The statistics of the datasets are shown in
Table 1.

3 Experiments

We focussed only on the text translation task.
We used the Transformer model (Vaswani

et al., 2018) as implemented in OpenNMT-py
(Klein et al., 2017).1

3.1 Tokenization and Vocabulary
Subword units were constructed using the
word pieces algorithm (Johnson et al., 2017).
Tokenization is handled automatically as part
of the pre-processing pipeline of word pieces.
We generated the vocabulary of 32k sub-

word types jointly for both the source and tar-
get languages. The vocabulary is shared be-
tween the encoder and decoder.

3.2 Training
To train the model, we used a single GPU and
followed the standard “Noam” learning rate

1http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/quickstart.
html

decay,2 see Vaswani et al. (2017) or Popel and
Bojar (2018) for more details. Our starting
learning rate was 0.2 and we used 8000 warm
up steps.
We ran only one training run.
We concatenated HVG and IITB training

data and shuffled it at the level of sentences.
We let the model train for up to 200K steps,

interrupted a few times due to GPU queueing
limitations of our cluster. Following the rec-
ommendation of Popel and Bojar (2018), we
present the full learning curves on D-Test, E-
Test and C-Test in Figure 1.
We observed a huge difference between

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores as im-
plemented in the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al.,
2007) and the newer implementation in sacre-
BLEU (Post, 2018). The discrepancy is very
likely caused by different tokenization but the
best choice in terms of linguistic plausibility
still has to be made. In Figure 1, we show
both implementations and see that the Moses
implementation gives scores higher by 10 (!)
points absolute. More importantly, it is a lit-
tle less peaked, which we see as evidence for
better robustness and thus hopefully the lin-
guistic adequacy.
All of the test sets (D-, E- and C-Test) are

independent of the training data and the train-
ing itself is not affected by them in any way.

2https://nvidia.github.io/OpenSeq2Seq/html/
api-docs/optimizers.html

http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/quickstart.html
http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/quickstart.html
https://nvidia.github.io/OpenSeq2Seq/html/api-docs/optimizers.html
https://nvidia.github.io/OpenSeq2Seq/html/api-docs/optimizers.html
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System and WAT Task Label WAT BLEU Our sacreBLEU Our Moses BLEU WAT Human
Our MMEVTEXTen-hi 41.32 41.1 52.18 72.84
Best competitor in MMEVMMen-hi 40.55 – – 69.17
Our MMCHTEXTen-hi 30.94 30.7 40.40 59.81
Best competitor in MMCHMMen-hi 20.37 – – 54.50

Table 2: WAT 2019 official automatic and manual evaluation results for English→Hindi (HINDEN) tasks
on the E-Test (EV, upper part) and C-Test (CH, lower part), complemented with our automatic scores.
Our scores are from the “TEXT”, i.e. text-only, track while the “Best competitor” lines are from the
“MM” (multi-modal) track. On each test set, the automatic scores are comparable, because the set of
reference translations is identical for the two tracks. The manual scores are comparable to a lower extent
because the text-only and multi-modal tracks were manually evaluated in two separate batches.

In other words, they all can be seen as inter-
changeable, only the choice which particular
iteration to run must be done on one of them
and evaluated on a different one.
At the submission deadline for E-Test, our

training has only started, so we submitted the
latest result available, namely E-Test trans-
lated with the model at 35K training steps.
When submitting the translations of C-Test
for the WAT official evaluation, we already
knew the full training run and selected the
step 165K where E-Test reached its maximum
score. In other words, the choice of the model
for the C-Test was based on E-Test serving as
a validation set.

4 Official Results
We report the official automatic as well as
manual evaluation results of our models for
the evaluation and challenge test dataset here
in Table 2. All the scores are available on the
WAT 2019 website3 and in the WAT overview
paper (Nakazawa et al., 2019).

According to both automatic and manual
scores, our submissions were the best in the
text-only task (MM**TEXT), see the tables
in Nakazawa et al. (2019).
Since the text-only and multi-modal tracks

differ only in the fact whether the image is
available and the underlying set of sentences
is identical, we can also compare our result
with the scores of systems participating in
the multi-modal track (MM**MM). We show
only the best system of the multi-modal track.
Both on the E-Test and C-Test, our (text-
only) candidates scored better in BLEU that
the best competitor in the multi-modal track
(41.32 vs. 40.55 on E-Test and 30.94 vs. 20.37

3http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/
evaluation/

on C-Test). Manual judgments also indicate
that our translations are better than those
of the best multi-modal system, but here the
comparison has to be taken with a grain of
salt. The root of the trouble is that the man-
ual evaluation for the text-only and multi-
modal tracks ran separately. While the under-
lying method (Direct Assessment, DA, Gra-
ham et al., 2013) in principle scores sentences
in absolute terms, it has been observed by Bo-
jar et al. (2017) that DA scores from indepen-
dent runs are not reliably comparable. We in-
dicate this by the additional horizontal lines
in Table 2.
Figure 2 illustrates of our translation out-

put.

5 Discussion

We did not explore the space of possible con-
figurations much, we just ran training and ob-
served the development of the learning curve.
Our final results are nevertheless good, indi-
cating that reasonably clean data and base-
line settings of the Transformer architecture
deliver good translations.
The specifics of the task have to be taken

into account. The “sentences” in Hindi Visual
Genome are quite short, only 4.7 Hindi and
4.9 English tokens per sentence. This is sub-
stantially less than the IITB corpus where the
average number of tokens is 15.8 (Hindi) and
14.7 (English). With IITB mixed in the train-
ing data, the model gets a significant advan-
tage, not only because of the better coverage of
words and phrases but also due to the length.
As observed by Kocmi and Bojar (2017) and
Popel and Bojar (2018), NMT models strug-
gle to produce outputs longer than the training
data was. Our situation is the reverse, so our
model “operates within its comfortable zone”.

http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/evaluation/
http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/evaluation/
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English Input: gold religious cross on top of golden ball
Translated Output: सोने क गद के शीष पर वण धा् मक ॉस .

Gloss: Gold religious cross on top of golden ball

English Input: a blue wall beside tennis court
Translated Output: टे नस कोट के पास एक नीली दीवार ह ।

Gloss: Blue wall near the tennis court

English Input: the tennis court is made up of sand and dirt
Translated Output: टे नस कोट रेत और गंदगी से बनी ह।ै

Gloss: Tennis court is made of sand and dirt

English Input: A crack on the court
Translated Output: अदालत पर एक crack

Gloss: A crack on the judicial court

Figure 2: Sample Hindi output as generated for the challenge test set. The ambiguous source word is
bolded in the English input, errors are underlined in the MT output and the gloss. The associated source
images are given for the reference purpose only to judge our NMT system translation quality, we have
not used any image features in our experiment.

Comparing the scores of D- and E-Test on
the one hand and C-Test on the other hand, we
see that D- and E-Test are much easier for the
system. This can be attributed to the identical
distributional properties of D-Test and E-Test
as the model observed for HVG in the training
data. According to Parida et al. (2019a), C-
Test also comes from the Visual Genome but
the sampling is different, each sentence illus-
trating one of 19 particularly ambiguous words
(focus words in the following).

As shown in Figure 2, our system has gener-
ally no trouble in figuring out the correct sense
of the focus words, thanks to the surrounding
words in the context. The BLEU scores on
C-Test are nevertheless much lower than on
E-Test or D-Test. We attribute this primarily
to the slight mismatch between HVG training
data and C-Test. As can be confirmed in Ta-
ble 1, the average sentence length in C-Test is
6.2 (Hindi) and 5.8 (English) tokens, i.e. 0.9–
1.5 longer than the training data. Indeed, the
model produces shorter outputs than expected
and BLEU brevity penalty affects C-Test more
(BP=0.907) than E-Test (BP=0.974).

By a quick visual inspection of the outputs,
we notice that some rare words were not trans-
lated at all, for example, “dugout”, “skiing”,
or “celtic”. Most of the non-translated words
are not the focus words of the challenge test
set but simply random words in the sentences.
The focus words that were not translated in-
clude: “springs”, “cross” and some instance of
the word “stand”. We did not have the human
capacity to review the translations of all the
focus words but our general impression is that
they were mostly correct. One example, the
mistranslation of the (tennis) court is given at
the bottom of Figure 2.

Finally, we would like to return to the issue
of BLEU implementation pointed out in Sec-
tion 3.2. The main message to take from this
observation is that many common tools are not
really polished and well tested for use on less-
researched languages and languages not us-
ing Latin script. No conclusions can be thus
drawn by comparing numbers reported across
papers. A solid comparison can be only made
with the evaluation tool fixed, as is the prac-
tice of WAT shared task.
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6 Conclusion and Future Plans

In this system description paper, we presented
our English→Hindi NMT system. We have
highlighted the benefits of using additional
text-only training data. Our system per-
formed best among the competitors for the
submitted track (“text-only”) and also per-
forms better than systems that did consider
the image in the “multi-modal” track accord-
ing to automatic evaluation. We conclude
that for the general performance, more par-
allel data are more important than the visual
features available in the image. A targeted
manual evaluation would be however neces-
sary to see if the translation of the particularly
ambiguous words is better when MT systems
consider the image.

As the next step, we plan to utilize im-
age features and carry out a comparison study
with the current setup. Also, we plan to ex-
periment with the image captioning variant of
the task.
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